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lactone of cis jasmone       
BRI: 411   |   CAS Number: 70851-61-5
Odor Description: A clean, fruity and comfortable jasmine absolute note.
Fragrance Application: Offers a beautiful long-lasting effect to all fragrances. Used mainly 
in floral fragrances for its sophisticated and elegant jasmine absolute note. Imparts natural, 
soft petal-like properties to floral types, especially white florals.
Recommended Use Level: Traces - 1.0%

fruitaleur        
BRI: 9840   |   CAS Number: 1617-23-8
Odor Description: A fruity-tropical, ethereal character with notes of pear and pineapple.
Fragrance Application: Good for imparting juicy pineapple, red fruit and blueberry notes. 
Works well in fruity and green complexes.
Recommended Use Level: Traces - 1.0%

vionil �neat�
BRI: 640N   |   CAS Number: 67019-89-0
Odor Description: An extremely powerful green floral character with distinct notes of orris 
and violet leaf supported by shades of fresh cucumber and a hint of walnut.
Fragrance Application: Effects can be seen at levels as low as 0.01%. Blends well with all 
green, floral and fruity notes. Used in challenging bases and fragrances where long lasting, 
substantive violet green floralcy is desired.
Recommended Use Level: Traces

limediene       
BRI: 962   |   CAS Number: 30640-46-1
Odor Description: An extremely powerful lemon-lime topnote with a unique combination of 
tropical watery notes, drying down to an exquisite white truffle.
Fragrance Application: Short-lived but highly impactful with effects seen as low as 0.01%. 
Can be used to add freshness and power to any application. Adds an extraordinary bloom and 
spark to citrus, floral and cool water types. Performs extremely well in liquid dish detergent, 
shower gels, air care, and laundry detergent.
Recommended Use Level: Traces - 1.0%

cardamom aldehyde fcc
BRI: 381   |   CAS Number: 21662-09-9
Odor Description: A powerful aldehydic citrus odor exhibiting a clean spicy note reminiscent 
of the exhilarating odor of freshly crushed cardamom pods with significant impact.
Fragrance Application: A great topnote. Works well to complement and boost citrus and 
spice types. Used in green, lilac, muguet fragrances and for lift in orange-flower fragrances.
Recommended Use Level: Traces - 0.5%
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nuezate    
BRI: 728   |   CAS Number: 26516-27-8
Odor Description: Fresh, characteristic black walnut combined with sophisticated woody  
undertones and a subtle fruity odor in the mix. 
Fragrance Application: Powerful with effects seen at levels as low as 0.01%. Excellent for 
emphasizing nutty notes and can be used to reinforce spice notes. Blends nicely with woody 
notes i.e. patchouli and fougere, chypre and oriental types - adding complexity, depth and a 
touch of elegance to any fragrance.
Recommended Use Level: Traces - 1.0%

cis-�-dodecenal
BRI: 387   |   CAS Number: 21944-98-9
Odor Description: A fresh, aldehydic citrus odor with mandarin and orange peel nuances.
Fragrance Application: Powerful and long lasting. Blends well with citrus types, imparting a 
sweet mandarin topnote to fragrances. 
Recommended Use Level: Traces - 1.0%

ethyl �,�-decadienoate        
BRI: 433   |   CAS Number: 3025-30-7
Odor Description: An enticing green, characteristic odor of a Bartlett pear combined with 
crisp and clean tropical fruit nuances.
Fragrance Application: Used in fruity compositions as well as to impart juicy, ripe Bartlett 
pear notes of distinction to fruity florals.
Recommended Use Level: Traces - 2.5%

�-dodecenal �high trans� fcc     
BRI: 356   |   CAS Number: 20407-84-5
Odor Description: An aldehydic, waxy mandarin orange odor with herbal type nuances.
Fragrance Application: Effects can be seen as little as parts per thousand. Has many uses  
including a topnote to achieve a fresh, clean effect or for the heavy notes in a citrus complex.
Recommended Use Level: Traces - 2.0%

terrasol fcc     
BRI: 818   |   CAS Number: 18368-91-7
Odor Description: A powerful earthy, ambergris odor with a patchouli and oakmoss topnote. 
Fragrance Application: Has incredible strength. A great choice for heavy oud and oriental 
types. Can add richness and lift to floral and green notes, particularly in fine fragrance, but is 
suitable for applications involving aggressive bases, such as bleach, where stability is needed. 
Recommended Use Level: Traces - 1.0%


